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The recent public economics literature involves an 
apparent consensus that income effects reduce the costs 
of raising revenues and hence increase the desirable 
level of public good provision. Higher taxes can indeed 
reduce the demand for leisure—and hence increase 
the supply of taxed labor—through income effects. 
However, the consensus is wrong because the income 
effects of taxes must be considered symmetrically 
with those from provision of public goods. This paper 
uses a model with multiple public goods and taxes to 
derive consistent measures of the marginal benefits 
of publicly-provided goods and their marginal social 
costs. With this model, the authors show that either 
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compensated approaches excluding these income effects 
or uncompensated approaches including them may be 
used. If an uncompensated measure of the marginal cost 
of funds is used, however, the benefits of providing public 
goods should be adjusted with a simple, benefit multiplier 
not previously seen in the literature. Once this is done, 
the optimal level of public provision is independent of 
whether compensated or uncompensated approaches are 
used. Proper accounting for these income effects—or 
their omission using a compensated approach—appears 
to substantially raise the hurdle for government provision 
where there are substantial taxes bearing on labor.  
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Costs of Taxation and Benefits of Public Goods with Multiple Taxes and 
Goods 
 
The welfare benefits of providing public goods and the welfare costs of taxation to pay for them 
are among the most thoroughly analyzed subjects in public economics. The reason this paper 
should be read is that—despite this vast volume of work—an extremely consequential confusion 
between two methods of application besets applied work. The fact that raising taxes can increase 
taxed labor supply through income effects is frequently used to justify greater public good 
provision than indicated by traditional, compensated analysis. We develop a model including 
multiple public goods and taxes and derive consistent measures of the marginal benefit of public 
goods and their marginal social cost inclusive of tax distortions using both compensated and 
uncompensated measures of the Marginal Cost of Funds (MCF). Our analysis confirms that the 
desirability of tax financed public projects is independent of whether compensated or 
uncompensated methods are used. Our main innovation is to show that—if an uncompensated 
MCF is used—the welfare benefits of providing public goods must be adjusted by a simple 
multiplier not previously seen in the literature.  
Stiglitz and Dasgupta (1971) and Atkinson and Stern (1974) changed the field by 
identifying a previously-ignored income effect as a potentially important influence on the costs 
of taxes bearing on labor that are used to provide public goods. The intuition is very simple. If 
leisure is a normal good, raising taxes reduces disposable incomes and hence the demand for 
leisure, increasing the supply of taxed labor (Atkinson and Stern 1974, p123). Triest (1990, 
p558), Ballard and Fullerton (1992) and Dahlby (1998; 2008, p46) subsequently identified a 
consensus in the literature that estimates of the marginal cost of funds (MCF) raised for the 
provision of public goods should take these income effects of taxation into account.  
Many studies have attributed important policy implications to this methodological change 
from traditional approaches to the marginal cost of funds (eg Browning 1976, 1987) based purely 
on compensated responses. Atkinson and Stern (1974, p127), Auerbach (1985, p112) and Ballard 
and Fullerton (1992, p122) suggest that the income effects associated with raising taxes reduce 
the social costs of taxes on labor and hence expand the range of public goods optimally provided 
by governments. This consensus stands in striking contrast to Hatta’s (1977) famous conclusion 
that the sign of the welfare effects of a price policy change does not depend on income effects.   
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It appears that the policy impact of a change to the uncompensated MCF can be very 
large in real-world cases. Fullerton’s (1991) analysis suggested that the marginal efficiency cost 
of a dollar of US government revenue from taxes that bear on labor was only a quarter as large 
when these income effects were included
1. Although Feldstein (1999) includes a broader range of 
substitution effects, the inclusion of income effects still halves the apparent marginal welfare 
cost of taxation in his analysis.  
As well as appearing to have major policy implications, including the income effects of 
taxation without those associated with public good provision considerably complicates policy 
analysis. Ballard (1990), Mayshar (1990), Creedy (2000) Dahlby (2008) and others have argued 
that the approach used to calculate the costs of taxes used for public goods should differ from 
that used for evaluating balanced-budget changes in tax rates. Under this view, at least two MCF 
measures are seen to be needed, depending upon the type of “thought experiment” being 
conducted. One such measure, including the income effects of taxation, is to be used for 
balanced-budget experiments in which taxes are raised for use in “exhaustive” government 
spending; the other, with income effects excluded, for “differential-incidence” experiments such 
as changes in the taxes used to raise a particular amount of government revenue (Ballard 1990).  
It seems clear that the model used to make a full assessment of the implications of tax 
and spending changes must represent the income effects of both tax measures and public good 
provision. A surprising feature of the way these income effects have been included in much of 
the literature is its partial nature. The implications of the real income effects of public good 
provision for tax revenues have not been explicitly treated, except in a few studies such as 
Wildasin (1984), Browning, Gronberg and Liu (2000) and Slemrod and Yitzhaki (2001). The 
inclusion of these effects may be particularly important in the increasing number of applied 
studies modeling the impacts of government expenditures on multiple goods (Bourguignon, 
Diaz-Bonilla and Lofgren 2008). Even in conceptual studies, we find that including income 
effects in a more comprehensive way substantially simplifies the analysis, allowing all income 
effects to be collected in a multiplier independent of the taxes being changed or public goods 
being provided, along the lines of the Hatta (1977, p4) decomposition.  
                                                 
1
 For consistent and widely-adopted elasticity values, Fullerton (1991) estimated the Marginal Excess Burden 
(MEB) excluding these income effects—which he defined as (MCF-1)— of US labor taxes as 0.25 and the MEB 
including these income effects as 0.07.   
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Our collection of mutually consistent expressions for the marginal cost of funds and the 
marginal benefits of public goods under compensated and uncompensated approaches provides a 
crib sheet for applied public policy modeling. These expressions can be used to diagnose why 
particular models give their particular results, enlightening sensitivity analysis. Equally 
important, they allow policy analysis to be decentralized. Once a model has been developed 
which provides the marginal cost of funds for a particular set of tax reforms identified by the 
those responsible for raising revenues, those responsible for decisions on particular public goods 
can assess the net benefits of providing those goods without needing access to a complete model 
of the economy.  
While many important studies in this literature, such as Wildasin (1984) and Browning, 
Gronberg and Liu (2000) have focused on models with a single tax and a single public good, we 
think it useful to follow Wildasin’s (1984) recommendation and develop a model that allows for 
multiple taxes and multiple public goods. Real-world governments engaged in planning their 
fiscal policies face many decisions about which tax bases to tap, at which rates, and it is 
important to have a conceptual framework that allows for effects of changes in different tax 
instruments (see, for example, Auriol and Warlters 2006), and for the evaluation of multiple 
publicly-provided goods, whose impacts on producer incomes and consumer welfare are the 
subject of the burgeoning literature on impact evaluation (see, for example, Ravallion 2008; 
Khandker, Koolwal and Samad 2010). 
Browning, Gronberg and Liu (2001) conclude that either the compensated or the 
uncompensated MCF can be used for welfare evaluation, as long as they are compared with the 
right measures of the marginal benefit of public goods. We agree with their conclusion, but are 
concerned that their index-number formulation provides little insight into the reasons for the 
adjustments to the value of public goods. In this paper, we derive measures of the benefits (or 
costs) of public goods that provide more intuition into the reasons for the differences between the 
measures, and a more accessible guide for practical policy analysis. To foreshadow one of our 
key results, we show that use of an uncompensated measure of the MCF requires adjustment to 
the benefits of providing particular public goods by a scalar multiplier that depends upon the 
income effects on all taxed private goods.  
In section I, we provide a simple model incorporating all relevant income effects that can 
be used to evaluate the benefits of public goods and the costs of taxation. Then, in Section II, we  
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use it to estimate the implications of providing public goods and raising funds to pay for them. In 
Section III, we examine the implications of using compensated and uncompensated measures of 
the cost of taxation when evaluating provision of public goods and show the adjustments to the 
value of public goods needed when using the uncompensated approach. Section IV concludes.  
I. A Model  
For our analysis, we need to represent government production; the behavior of consumers and 
producers, including the value to them of public goods; and the budget constraints of the 
government and the private sector. As well as allowing for conventional consumer demand and 
labor supply responses, the framework used must allow for the broader responses of taxable 
income to changes in taxes emphasized by authors such as Feldstein (1995, 1999) and Gruber 
and Saez (2002). It must also allow for choices between investments in many different public 
goods, and many different possible taxes. To meet these needs, we develop a model of a 
competitive single-household
2 economy, incorporating a cost function for government provision 
of public goods; an expenditure function to characterize behavior of the good-consuming and 
factor-supplying household; a profit function to represent production activities; and budget 
constraints for the private sector and government.  
For simplicity and for consistency with most of the literature, we assume that market 
prices of goods and factors are constant either because the production structure is linear or 
because of international trade in a small economy
3. Some private goods and services are not 
subject to taxes and their price is the numeraire. Market prices of private goods are shown by p. 
The vector q refers to the prices of private goods and services faced by the household, and the 
vector of taxes is given by (q-p). In this analysis, we consider only linear taxes
4 on privately 
                                                 
2
 Inclusion of multiple households and different distributional weights is feasible (see Dahlby 2008), but would 
complicate the analysis without providing additional insights into the issues we consider. The valuation of the 
overall “household” for any public good includes, following Samuelson (1954), the sum of the marginal rates of 
substitution (MRS) of the individual people represented by this household, relative to a numeraire private good. In 
this analysis, we consider, in addition, the value of public goods in production.  
3
 As shown by Komiya (1967) and Deardorff and Courant (1990), market prices of factors may be determined by  
border prices of commodities in a small, open economy even when some goods are nontraded, and the production 
technology allows for substitution between factors. Neary (1995) provides a framework for extending the type of 
analysis reported in this paper to the case where market prices change. 
4
 Our linear specification is much more general than it might appear. With the addition of lump sum transfers, it 
could capture the effects of marginal changes in progressive taxes (Ballard and Fullerton 1992). We do not include 
these transfers since they are not used in our experiments.  
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consumed or supplied goods and factors, although generalizations to taxes on trade (Anderson 
and Martin 1996) or production are straightforward.  
Costs of providing public goods
5 are represented by a government cost function c(G,p,λ) 
which shows the direct costs paid by the government for the inputs of private goods and services 
it uses to produce its exogenously-supplied vector of public goods
6, G. This cost is determined by 
market prices, p, and a vector of efficiency parameters, λ, as well as the government’s supply of 
public goods, G. We assume that the government cost function is a well-behaved multi-input, 
multi-output cost function. This specification implies that governments seek to minimize the 
costs of producing their chosen vector of outputs. If costs are higher or input demands less price-
responsive than they would be in a competitive market environment, this can be represented 
through the λ parameters, and/or through lower price response parameters, cpp. Standard 
minimum-value function properties imply that the first derivative of c with respect to G, cG , is a 
vector of the marginal costs of providing public goods, taking into account the fact that provision 
of a new public good may affect the costs of providing existing public goods—as in the case 
where building a road to a lighthouse lowers the cost of running the lighthouse. In Samuelson’s 
(1954) terminology, cG corresponds to the marginal rate of transformation (MRT) between public 
goods and a private numeraire good. 
Household behavior is represented by a constrained expenditure function e(q,G,u) which 
gives the minimum net expenditure on private goods necessary to maintain the  utility level of a 
representative household given a vector of public goods, G. The derivative of e with respect to q 
gives the vector of goods demanded by households, while goods and services supplied by 
households, such as labor, are represented by negative elements of eq and associated with 
negative elements of (q-p). The second derivatives of e with respect to q, eqq, are the responses of 
consumer demands and household factor supplies to changes in q, including the extensive-
margin or market participation responses highlighted by Kleven and Kreiner (2006). G appears 
in the expenditure function because public goods affect welfare directly through the cost—in 
terms of private goods—of achieving a given level of utility. For example, government provision 
                                                 
5
 Our analysis extends beyond pure public goods to any good which is made available without charge in a quantity 
determined by the government, even if that good is rival and/or potentially excludable in consumption.  
6
 Like Liu (2004), we think it desirable to use a specification in which governments produce their outputs using 
private goods and factors, rather than transforming them directly from consumption goods.   
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of police services may reduce the private expenditures on security needed to achieve the same 
level of utility. 
Producer behavior must be included in the model because government activities are 
frequently designed to increase productivity in the production sector. It is represented by a 
constrained gross domestic product (GDP) function, g(p,G) which shows the net profits obtained 
from production activities after purchasing supplied factors and intermediate inputs at market 
prices, p. G appears in the GDP function because an increase in G may increase profits from 
production, even at constant producer prices, as when government-provided roads lower the 
costs of transporting intermediate goods. The vector q does not appear because we focus here on 
taxes levied on households, such as excise taxes and income taxes. 
Private sector behavior overall is represented by a net expenditure function, E, defined 
as the difference between the representative consumer’s constrained expenditure
7 function, 
e(q,G,u), and the constrained gross domestic product function, g(p,G).  
Increases in elements of G which are valued by the household and/or producers will 
lower the private cost of achieving any given level of utility. These valuations are given by the 
vector EG which is negative for products valued by the private sector, and equal to minus the 
virtual price vector, , or the marginal willingness to pay of the private sector for the goods
8. The 
value of  depends on the value placed by the private sector on changes in public good supply, 
and on any impacts of their provision on the private sector’s valuation of existing public goods—
as in the case where an additional section of road raises the value of existing roads by providing 
easier access to them. 
Budget constraints: The government budget constraint and the private-sector budget 
constraint are defined as: 
c(G,p,)  -   [q - p]'eq(q,G,u) =    government budget constraint     (1) 
E(q,p,G,u)    =    private budget constraint.            (2) 
The government budget constraint in (1) specifies that the government deficit, or 
spending on its input purchases less its revenue from taxes on consumption or factor supply, is 
equal to an exogenous transfer from the rest of the world, . The private-sector budget constraint, 
                                                 
7
 The expenditure function may represent the supply of labor from the representative household using negative 
demands for supplied commodities.  
8
 Note that  incorporates Samuelson’s sum of the valuations of public goods by individual consumers, eG, and their 
valuation by the production sector, gG .  
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(2), sets net expenditure by the private sector equal to an exogenous transfer to the private sector 
from the rest of the world, . In all of our analyses, simultaneous solution of the government and 
private budget constraints ensures that the national budget constraint is satisfied. 
While we do not need these extensions, it is clear that the model could readily be 
generalized to include user charges on government-provided goods where these are feasible; 
lump-sum transfers from the government to the household; taxes on government agencies’ 
purchases of inputs; and taxes on trade or on business inputs and outputs.  
II. Analyzing Provision of Public Goods 
 
We analyze a parametric change in G, financed by an endogenous change in taxes, 
resulting in a change in the prices faced by households, dq. Totally differentiating (1) and (2) 
with respect to G, q and u we obtain: 
[cG - (q - p)'eqG]dG           =  [eq' +(q - p)'eqq]dq + (q - p)'equdu     (3) 
EG'dG   +  eq'dq    +  eudu    =    0.       (4) 
The term pre-multiplying dG in (3) combines the direct cost of government outputs, cG , 
with the impact of the change in G on government tax revenues through 
complementarity/substitutability relationships, (q-p)'eqG, originally identified by Diamond and 
Mirrlees (1971). This coefficient on dG is the full fiscal cost of the public output—the direct 
budget cost less the indirect, compensated implications of changes in G for tax revenues.  
To maintain fiscal balance when G increases, taxes must be raised through a change in q, 
dq, sufficient to pay the full fiscal cost, taking into account the change in the level of the taxed 
activity resulting from the substitution effects of tax rate changes and public good supply, and 
the income effects of all of the changes involved. The term in square brackets on the right-hand 
side of (3) decomposes the equilibrating tax revenue change into two key components. The eqdq 
term is the impact of the tax changes on tax revenues at initial quantities. The (q-p)'eqq term is the 
tax revenue loss and the marginal dead weight loss resulting from the household’s compensated 
responses as prices change.  
When seeking fiscal balance, governments frequently raise tax rates on different goods 
by different amounts, and may even lower some tax rates. Such tax packages can be represented 
by a diagonal matrix, Ψ, of weights on different price variables—where a unitary weight means  
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full inclusion of a good in the tax reform package, and zero implies its exclusion
9. Given a Ψ 
matrix and a chosen price base,
10 a vector of price changes may be defined as dq=δ.d where δ is 
the product of Ψ and the chosen base price vector, and d is a scalar used to find the overall size 
of the change in tax rates needed to achieve fiscal balance. For a tax change specified relative to 
market prices, δ = Ψ.p. As noted by Sandmo (1998, p378), whenever taxes are non-optimal, the 
choice of prices to be adjusted, and the relative magnitudes of the price changes to be imposed, 
may have important impacts—for example, some tax reforms, such as those involving reductions 
in high tax rates or increases in low tax rates, may yield a compensated MCF less than unity
11.  
For any specified tax package, we can solve equation (3) for the scalar d needed to 
maintain fiscal balance: 
 
d =1/[ eq'δ+(q-p)'eqqδ].[{cG-(q - p)'eqG} dG - (q - p)'equdu]    (5) 
 
The term dq in (4) may be replaced by δ.dϕ with dϕ obtained using (5). Then, using  for the 
virtual price of public goods
12, EG , we obtain two key welfare evaluation formulae for fiscal 
policy: 
(1-MCF(q-p)'χI). eudu =   [ - MCF{cG-(q-p)'eqG}]dG    (6) 
                                                 
9
 Packages with a weight on only one tax can be used to assess the MCF for that tax. Combinations of weights 
above, and below unity might be used to increase or decrease the importance of particular taxes relative to others in 
the initial tax mix. The weights can also be adjusted to optimize the tax mix and minimize the MCF for a particular 
set of taxes.  
10
 An intuitively-appealing tax package is one which expresses changes in tax rates relative to market prices, p, of 
taxable goods. To allow tax changes to be expressed in the widely understood format of percentage point changes in 
the tax rate, units might be chosen so that market prices are initially 100. Alternatively, a tax package might be 
defined in terms of changes in the household prices of taxable goods, q, —a potentially attractive approach if the 
initial tax mix is close to optimal. A tax package might also be defined in terms of its impact on initially-applied tax 
rates, as in Feldstein (1999, p678). 
11
 As is emphasized by Drèze and Stern (1985, p919), there is an element of arbitrariness in specifying how revenue 
impacts will be dealt with, and the combination of a bad project and a good tax reform could result in acceptance of 
a project that has lower returns than one evaluated against a higher MCF. A pragmatic solution, consistent with the 
widespread practice of calculating generalized MCFs for each economy (see Devarajan, Squire and Suthiwart-
Narueput 1997), might be to specify a feasible and desirable marginal tax mix for revenue expansion (or reduction), 
such as might be used by a government putting together an overall budget, and to use this same MCF in the 
evaluation of all spending alternatives. 
12
 Providing rigorous estimates of  is the focus of the burgeoning literature on impact evaluation, and (6) allows the 
resulting estimates to be put into the context needed for decisions about the provision of these goods. Endogenous 
determination of  for changing levels of government provision seems a desirable and logical approach to specifying 
computable models for evaluation of government expenditure programs, although few applied modeling efforts 




eudu  =     FM.[ - MCF{cG-(q-p)'eqG}]dG.      (7) 
The right hand side of equation (6) is a compensation measure: the amount that must be 
transferred to or from the private sector to maintain utility at its initial level (so du=0). Equation 
(7) solves equation (6) for the money metric utility change eudu. In both equations MCF is the 
compensated Marginal Cost of Funds, explained below, and I  is a vector of income effects, 
equ/eu. On the right hand side of equation (7) the Fiscal Multiplier (FM) term,  FM ≡ 1/[1 – 
MCF(q-p) I] , is the welfare effect of a one dollar transfer from the rest of the world to the 
private sector, explained further below. 
The expression in curly brackets is the direct cost of the good to the government adjusted 
by the compensated impact of its provision on tax revenues—the fiscal cost of the good 
identified above. The term in square brackets on the right hand side of (6) and (7) is a net impact 
of the change in G– the difference between its virtual price, π, and the product of the MCF and 
the fiscal cost of the public good.  
As long as the FM term is assuredly positive (to be considered further below), policy 
choices can be based solely on the term in square brackets in equation (6), which weighs the 
benefits of the project to the household against the fiscal costs multiplied by the MCF. Our MCF 
term is defined as 
 MCF  eq'δ/[eq'δ + (q-p)'eqqδ]   .        ( 8 )  
As is shown in the Appendix, this MCF is the compensation to the private sector needed to 
maintain the initial utility level when the government reduces its transfer from the rest of the 
world by d and meets its budget constraint by raising taxes.
13 Thus, the MCF maps income in 
                                                 
13
 This MCF term is a compensated version of the marginal efficiency cost of funds (MECF) defined by Slemrod and 
Yitzhaki (2001, p192). For a single-tax economy, it corresponds to the familiar compensated MCF of Mayshar 
(1991, p1329). Its numerator is the cost to taxpayers from a marginal change in the uniform tax surcharge, . Its 
denominator is the increase in revenue achieved with the (compensated) household and government agencies free to 
respond to the incentives created by the tax changes. As shown in the Appendix, it shows the amount of 
compensation to the private sector required when the government raises an additional dollar in revenue. Because the 
numerator of the MCF will generally be larger than the denominator, the MCF will normally be greater than one. 
Note that the columns of eqq  relevant to the value of the MCF are only those that correspond to a non-zero element 
in the vector δ. This contrasts with FM, which necessarily involves all initial taxes on products with non-zero 
income effects. 
Intuitively, the MCF measures the inefficiency of tax policy, as it generally costs more than a dollar of private 
income to raise fiscal revenues by one dollar.  An important special case is the MCF of a tax on goods supplied or  
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the hands of government (the social income of Little and Mirrlees (1974)) into income in the 
hands of the private sector
14. This feature explains the attractiveness of the compensated approach 
to the earlier and theoretically oriented literature. Because the subsequent literature has often 
mixed income effects with compensated terms, it is useful to further emphasize the advantages of 
the compensated approach in reviewing some of that literature. 
Like Schöb (1994) and Slemrod and Yitzhaki (2001), but in contrast with Snow and 
Warren (1996), we exclude the effects of public good provision on taxed private goods from the 
MCF and the related marginal welfare cost of taxation, which is MCF-1 using our compensated 
welfare measure. The compensated welfare effects resulting from changes in public-good 
provision, (q-p)'eqG.dG, can usefully be thought of as part of the fiscal cost of providing 
particular public goods (as in equations (6) and (7)), and dealt with separately from the costs of 
raising revenues. This allows the MCF to be estimated independently from decisions about the 
type of public goods to be supplied, and overcomes the serious obstacle to progress in obtaining 
better measures of the MCF identified by Snow and Warren (1996, p303)—the perceived need to 
include estimates of the impact of government spending on taxed activities in the MCF.  
Equation (6) has an extremely simple, powerful interpretation. Whether a change in 
government outputs is welfare-improving depends on whether the direct valuation of the change 
by agents, dG (or ΣMRS.dG in the notation of Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p118), plus gG) 
exceeds the compensated MCF times the fiscal costs (direct plus indirect, or the MRT plus 
induced, compensated, tax revenue effects) of the good. This is a key result, and provides a very 
simple guide to fiscal policy decisions for pure public goods. It is, in effect, a reaffirmation of the 
Pigou (1947, p34) doctrine, which has been interpreted (see Atkinson and Stern 1974; Auerbach 
1985) as basing the marginal cost of funds on compensated demand responses. As we will see, 
this result arises because we have gathered all of the income effects on the left hand side of 
equation (6), rather than treating the income effects due to tax changes separately from those due 
to provision of public goods. The fact that all of the income effects are collected in the FM term 
                                                                                                                                                             
demanded by the household with zero compensated price effects relative to any price. In this case, the MCF is unity 
since, by symmetry, the relevant columns of eqq contain only zero elements. This intuitive property is not necessarily 
shared by uncompensated measures, where income effects from changes in lump-sum taxes will influence excess 
demands for taxed private goods whenever there are initially-taxed goods with non-zero income effects.  
14
 In the cost-benefit literature (see, for example, Squire 1989, p1104), government outputs are typically sold to the 
private sector at their marginal value, allowing costs and benefits to be presented either in terms of income in the 
hands of government or the hands of the private sector. In our application, the costs are borne by government and 
the marginal benefits, π, accrue to the private sector, making conversion necessary.  
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means that, as in Hatta (1977), we can infer whether a policy change increases or decreases 
welfare without reference to income effects, save in the pathological case of a negative FM. That 
these income effects are irrelevant is a matter of mathematical logic evident from equation (7) 
and not, as is commonly asserted, an empirical question. 
Equation (6) also reveals the fundamental problem with the widely-cited (see Ng 2000) 
conclusion of Kaplow (1996, 2004) that the MCF of funds used for public good provision should 
be unity. While Kaplow includes both the spending effects arising from provision of public 
goods and those resulting from raising taxes to pay for them, he ignores the substitution effects 
inherent in the MCF when concluding that the supply of labor is unaffected (p514) when taxes 
are raised by exactly enough to eliminate the welfare benefits arising from provision of the good. 
While such a compensating change in taxes can exactly offset the income effects of public-good 
provision, it cannot also be expected to offset the substitution effects of the tax change on the 
quantities of the taxed goods supplied/demanded. 
Finally, we consider in more detail the FM term needed for conversion to money metric 
utility in going from equation (6) to equation (7) and more generally in relating compensated to 
uncompensated methods of evaluation. The Fiscal Multiplier measures the impact of a change in 
the transfer from the rest of the world to the private sector, dα, on a money-metric measure of 
household welfare, as shown in the Appendix. The size of the FM term depends upon (q-p)'χI 
and hence upon all initial tax rates on goods whose demand or supply is affected by changes in 
income.  
The FM is not generally unity in distorted economies because a transfer of $1 to the 
private sector changes spending and thus affects tax revenues whenever any tax is levied on an 
income-responsive good. If the additional income in the hands of the private sector is spent on 
normal goods subject to positive taxes, there will be a second-round benefit from reductions in 
distorting taxes and FM will be greater than one. If, by contrast, the additional income increases 
consumption of untaxed goods, such as leisure, and hence reduces the supply of taxed goods 
such as labor, FM may be less than one. If these negative income effects were sufficiently strong, 
FM could conceivably be negative in sign. This seems a curiosum, since it implies a situation 




15. But, if it occurs, this problem is real, and affects all valid measures of eudu, not 
just those that make clear its source by consolidating income terms into a coefficient like FM. 
III. Compensated vs. Uncompensated Evaluation Methods 
 
An uncompensated measure of the marginal cost of funds can also be obtained from equations 
(3) and (4). Substituting for eudu from equation (4) into equation (3) ensures that the resulting 
equation satisfies both the government and private sector budget constraints, and hence the 
national income-expenditure constraint, and yields an expression:  
[cG - (q - p)'{eqG+χIπ'}]dG  =  [eq' +(q - p)'{eqq- χI eq'}]dq    (9) 
As in the previous case, we define a policy reform such that dq = δ.dϕ and use the 
government budget constraint to solve for the change in tax rates needed to maintain government 
budget balance. This yields an estimate of the uniform change in affected tax rates needed to 
maintain equilibrium:  
d = 1/[ eq'δ+(q-p)'(eqq - χI eq')δ].[cG-(q - p)'(eqG+χI π')] dG    (10) 
Replacing dq in (4) with δd yields a money-metric expression paralleling (7) for the 
welfare impact of dG: 
eudu  =   [π – MMCF.{cG-(q - p)'(eqG+χIπ')}]dG     (11) 
where MMCF = eq'δ/[eq'δ+(q-p)'(eqq- χIeq')δ] is an uncompensated measure of the marginal cost 
of funds. For a single tax on labor, this is exactly the uncompensated MCF proposed by Mayshar 
(1991, p1329) and used by Ballard and Fullerton (1992). Many estimates of this uncompensated 
measure
16 are available in the literature (see Dahlby 2008, p137).  
Equations (7) and (11) provide equivalent characterizations of optimal policies. In either 
case the value of the change in the vector of public goods provide is equal, at the optimum, to the 
marginal social cost of their provision defined either in terms of compensated or uncompensated 
marginal responses. 
                                                 
15
 Hatta (1977) and Anderson and Neary (1992) discuss more formal conditions. Normality is sufficient for a 
positive FM, while a positive FM is necessary for a plausible stability condition to be met. 
16
 Jones (2005, p167) proposes an alternative definition of the uncompensated MCF that multiplies the standard 
MMCF in the literature by (1-(q-p)χI). This measure has desirable properties in the case where funds are raised and 
redistributed but seems less suited to our problem of public good provision, where adding the income effects of 
public good provision would make this MMCF measure depend on the specific goods provided. Further, there do 
not appear to be any empirical estimates of the Jones MMCF in the literature.  
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dG = MCF{cG-(q-p)'eqG}dG  = MMCF.{cG-(q - p)'(eqG+χIπ')}dG 
Equation (11) can be re-expressed in an equivalent form that avoids the awkward feature 
that the marginal cost of public goods includes the virtual price of those goods.  If the marginal 
cost is defined as cG ' (q  p)'eqG the marginal benefit of public goods in the uncompensated 
approach includes an income effect in: 
eudu  =   [(1 – MMCF.(q – p).χI)π – MMCF.{cG-(q - p)'eqG}]dG.   (11') 
The simple intuition behind this formulation is as follows: if the marginal cost of taxation is 
reduced because adverse income effects increase the supply of taxed effort, the benefits of public 
goods must be correspondingly reduced because the favorable income effects they generate will 
reduce the supply of effort. This formulation is also useful because it shows the size of the 
required adjustment to the value of public goods, π, required to obtain a money-metric marginal 
benefit of public good provision is (1 - MMCF.(q - p).χI). This benefit multiplier depends on 
income effects on all tax rates but is, like FM, invariant to the public goods provided or the tax 
changes used to finance them. It is, in fact, the inverse of the FM, except that it uses MMCF 
rather than MCF in its calculation. 
Accurate evaluation of this benefit multiplier—which has not, to our knowledge, 
previously appeared in the literature—requires knowledge of all of the relevant marginal tax 
rates on individuals, but a rough evaluation of its order of magnitude can be obtained. If we use 
the MMCF of 1.07 suggested by Fullerton (1991), a marginal tax rate of 0.4 for all taxes on 
income and consumption, and an income elasticity of 0.4 as suggested by Feldstein (1999), we 
would need to reduce the estimated benefits of public goods by 17 percent when using the 
MMCF instead of the MCF. With the MMCF of 2.0 suggested by Feldstein, the reduction would 
be 32 percent. 
It helps in comparing the compensated with the uncompensated approach to collect key 
expressions in a table. Paralleling the treatment of tax changes as a scalar multiple of some 
reform direction, assume that government supply of goods is given by dG dgwhere   is a 
vector directing the scalar change in government supply dg. The table below sets out the 
elements of the compensated and uncompensated approaches to evaluating eudu /dg , the 




  Compensated approach  Uncompensated approach 




eq' (q  p)'eqq
  MMCF 
eq'

















The marginal welfare payoffs of the bottom row are equal by construction in a consistent 
model. But the equivalence must be carefully constructed. The virtual valuation term  '  is 
multiplied by FM in the compensated approach and by 1 MMCF(q p)'I  in the 
uncompensated approach. In the second line of the bottom row the full fiscal cost of the 
government provision {cG ' (q  p)'eqG}  is alternately multiplied by FM MCF  in the 
compensated approach and MMCF in the uncompensated approach. Notice that no simple 
equivalence of the two approaches can be established in the presence of income effects: dividing 
through the terms in the bottom row of the table by FM  yields a compensation measure in the 
middle column equal to '  MCF{cG '(q  p)'eqG}  while on the right the resulting 
coefficients attached to  '  and {cG ' (q  p)'eqG}  are not equal to one. If the uncompensated 
MMCF measure is to be used, uncompensated measures must be used throughout the evaluation 
to achieve consistency. If the inclusion of income effects on taxed goods in the denominator of 
the MMCF, through the term χIeq'δ, reduces the measured cost of taxation—as in the important 
case of taxes that bear on labor when leisure is a normal good—this benefit is offset by the 
addition of the term MMCF(q-p)χIπ'dG, which takes into account the income effects on taxed 
goods of providing public goods.  
The overall income effect of raising taxes and using them to pay for a marginal unit of 
public goods is zero at the point where the uncompensated marginal benefits of public goods 
equal their uncompensated marginal social costs. This is why the use of the uncompensated  
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measures has no policy significance. Despite what is frequently suggested (see Ballard and 
Fullerton 1992, p119), this lack of policy significance applies whether or not the public good is a 
perfect or an imperfect substitute for cash. Income effects from public good provision need to be 
considered when using an uncompensated approach in all cases where the public good affects 
welfare.  
Unfortunately, many studies advocating the use of the MMCF approach have not noted 
the consequent need to adjust the measured benefits of public goods for the income effects of 
public good provision on tax revenues—creating an impression of policy significance. Even 
where the needed adjustment of the estimated benefits of public provision of goods has been 
highlighted, as in Browning, Gronberg and Liu (2000), the nature of the adjustment required in 
applied work has not previously been pointed out. While it is true that the benefit estimates under 
the compensated and money-metric approaches differ in their choice of numeraire, knowing this 
alone seems much less helpful to those undertaking applied studies than a specific adjustment 
formula such as those presented in equation (11) or (11'). 
Our preference is to use the compensated MCF measure where possible. A key advantage 
of a compensated measure is the ability to make comparisons across countries. The compensated 
measure is a measure of the actual transfer from outside the system to the private sector that 
would have the same effect on welfare as the combination of the change in public good provision 
and in the taxes needed to finance their provision. When evaluating, for example, the benefits of 
a trade agreement or an internationally co-ordinated tax reform, use of the compensated approach 
allows comparison and addition of the benefits accruing to all countries or regions and 
calculation of any compensation—or side-payments—that might be needed to maintain utility 
levels, or might be used to maintain production efficiency (Keen and Wildasin 2008). For all 
countries, these amounts of international compensation can be calculated using a common 
standard of the size of the transfer from abroad required by each country. By contrast, when a 
money metric measure is used, it is not possible to make comparisons across countries without 
dividing each country’s measured benefit by its own FM. 
An additional advantage of the compensated measure is greater ease of decentralizing 
public decision making when government-provided goods are diverse in their type and economic 
impacts. An agency responsible for providing a particular good must assess π and (q-p)eqG for 
the particular good it is providing. Clearly, information on π is essential to informed decision  
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making. Once the question is formulated in this way, it is likely that the agency will be able to 
make a reasonably informed decision about eqG  . When, for instance, the public good is a perfect 
substitute for a private good, eqG will be the scalar -1. The additional adjustment to the cost or 
benefit of public goods required under the uncompensated approach, MMCF(q-p)χI  per unit of 
direct benefit (π'dG), is, by contrast, always the same for a dollar’s worth of income from any set 
of public goods. If the money metric approach is to be used, a common value for this coefficient, 
should be used by all agencies responsible for evaluating individual projects. To our knowledge, 
such an adjustment has never been identified in the literature, much less adopted in practice, 
when using MMCF measures. 
As we have shown, only one type of measure is needed for analysis of public good 
provision, and standardizing on the compensated measure would reduce the counter-productive 
proliferation of alternative welfare measures that has been the source of much confusion. If, 
however, only an uncompensated measure is available, then equation (11) makes clear that it can 
be used to evaluate provision of public goods as long as the income effects resulting from the 
provision of public goods are taken into account in assessing the measured benefit of the good. 
This is important as most of the available studies of the marginal cost of funds for particular 
taxes provide results either in money metric or in compensated form. 
The one case typically identified as allowing use of the MMCF to compare the benefits of 
public goods and their cost is the situation considered by Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p124), 
where public goods and taxed private goods are “ordinary independents”. In this case, 
substitution effects on tax revenues (eqG) exactly offset the income effects from provision of the 
public goods (χIπ') for all taxed goods, so that (eqG+χIπ')dG  = 0
17 and a special case of equation 
(11) applies: 
eudu  =    [π – MMCF.cG] d G        ( 1 1 ' ' )  
However, this situation relies, at best, on pure coincidence, as emphasized by Wildasin (1979; 
1984). Further, it is infeasible in cases where income and substitution effects operate in the same 
direction, such as when an increase in public good provision reduces the volume of taxed goods 
through substitution effects (as when public goods are complements to leisure, like roads to the 
                                                 
17
 This condition for taxed goods is sufficient, rather than necessary.  A weaker condition, that (q - p)'(eqG+χIπ')=0, 
would allow use of MMCF without requiring that there be zero impacts on consumption of individual taxed goods.  
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beach) and the real income gains due to the public good provision also reduce the volume of 
taxed goods (as with a tax on labor supply).  
Much attention has been focused on the very special cases in which the public good and 
the taxed private goods are ordinary independents, or are compensated independents (see, for 
example, Wildasin 1984). As we have shown, the MMCF can be used in the first case, and the 
MCF in the second. However, it seems desirable to specify a more general specification which 
allows for any income and substitution effects that may exist, and to choose either the MCF or 
the MMCF, and then to deal with any required adjustments associated with spending or revenue 
effects. 
Many studies try to assume away substitution and income effects of public good 
provision by invoking separability between the public good and taxed private goods. However, 
assuming separability (as in Ballard and Fullerton 1992, p126 and many other studies) is not 
sufficient to ensure that changes in public good provision have no impact on consumption of 
taxed goods. While separability places restrictions on compensated substitution effects, it need 
not eliminate them (Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980, p128). No matter how strong the assumptions 
imposed on net substitution parameters, the need to include the income effects of public good 
provision on the demand for taxed goods highlighted by the χIπ' term in equation (11) means that 
the impacts of public good provision on the volume of goods subject to tax cannot be ignored 
under the uncompensated approach.  
Examination of equations (6), (7) and (11) also raises questions about the widely-
accepted assignment (see Ballard 1990; Dahlby 2008) of compensated measures of the marginal 
cost of funds to the case of differential tax changes with constant revenue, and uncompensated 
measures to the cost of public funds raised for the provision of public goods. Equations (6) and 
(11) show clearly that either the compensated or the uncompensated MCF can be used to 
measure the cost of raising public funds for the provision of public goods.  
The comparison of (6) with (7) and (11) makes clear that the real distinction between 
measures for the impact of public good provision on welfare is the choice of measurement 
approach, rather than of “thought experiment”. Equation (6) measures the welfare impact of 
public good provision in terms of the compensation to the private sector from outside the 
economy needed to leave the private sector indifferent to a marginal change in provision of 
public goods. Equations (7) and (11) measure the impact in terms of the domestic private sector’s  
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money-metric valuation of the change. Alternative measures, more in the spirit of Little and 
Mirrlees (1974), that use income in the hands of government as the numeraire, as in Jones 
(2005), could be obtained by dividing (7), (11) or equation (14) in the Appendix throughout by 
FM.MCF. As might be expected, the choice of numeraire is irrelevant to the policy conclusion. 
IV. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we provide a framework to guide decisions on the benefits of government 
provision of goods and services. The model we provide is simple but general, incorporating the 
benefits of public goods to households and producers; a very general multiple-output, multiple-
input characterization of public good provision; and taking full account of the government’s 
financing options through packages of tax changes. Our model provides a potential template for 
applied work that would draw on estimates of the marginal contribution of provision of 
government goods from the impact evaluation literature, and take account of the likely declining 
marginal productivity from increased provision of government goods.  
Our analysis enables us to provide a simple rule for evaluating government provision of 
public goods which reinstates the Pigou-Harberger-Browning conclusion that the costs of 
providing public goods must take into account the compensated marginal costs of raising 
government revenues, unless one is willing to adjust the measured costs of public good provision 
(or their measured benefits) for the income-effect-determined changes in tax revenues resulting 
from provision of public goods.  
If the income effects associated with tax-induced changes in prices and the income 
effects associated with provision of public goods are taken into account, considerable 
simplification is possible, with the tax-revenue effects associated with both sets of income 
changes being collected together in a multiplier term sometimes termed a Hatta (1977) 
coefficient. Another important simplification arises from reorganizing the impacts of government 
provision into a fiscal cost that may be project-specific—this allows us to cut Snow and 
Warren’s (1996) Gordian Knot that requires estimation of the impacts of government spending 
on private sector behavior before progress can be made on measuring MCFs. 
We show that either the compensated or the uncompensated measures can be used for 
policy guidance, as long as the approach is followed consistently, and all relevant income terms  
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are included. This allows us to reject the widely-followed rule that an uncompensated MCF 
should be used for decisions about public good provision and a compensated MCF only for 
differential-incidence comparisons of different taxes. If uncompensated measures of the MCF are 
used, we provide a standard adjustment for the benefits or costs of public goods that must be 
applied before comparing the benefits of the public good with its fiscal costs. 
Given a choice of approaches, we prefer the compensated measures on the grounds that 
they provide measures of potential compensating international transfers, and that they embody 
the useful benchmark of an MCF of unity for a lump-sum tax, even when there are other income-
responsive taxes in the initial tax base. Since there is a clear consensus (see Ballard 1990) that 
the compensated measure can be used for differential-incidence problems in which taxes are 
changed while holding government revenues constant, the compensated MCF can be used for 
both differential-incidence and balanced-budget analysis. 
Once the income effects associated with provision of public goods have been taken into 
account, the use of the uncompensated marginal cost of funds has none of the profound policy 
implications attributed to it by Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p122) and many other authors. At 
least in the well-researched case of US taxes that bear on labor, and by extension to taxes that 
bear on labor in other countries, the resulting exclusion of these income effects seems to imply a 
considerable increase in the measured cost of raising tax revenues relative to estimates based on 
the current consensus approach using the uncompensated MCF without an adjustment for the 
income effects of public good provision.   
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Appendix: Interpreting the FM and the MCF 
To interpret the FM and the MCF, we begin by differentiating the government and private sector 
budget constraints with respect to , , q and u, with G and p held constant. In this situation, the 
counterparts of equations (3) and (4) are: 
eqdq - (q - p)'eqqdq –(q-p)equdu  = d      ( 3 )   
eqdq + eudu         =   d        ( 4 ) 
To interpret the FM, we consider the case of an exogenous d where dq and du are 
endogenously determined, and d=0. As in Section II, we let dq= δd and solve (3) for the 
scalar d yielding: 
d = -1/[eq'δ+(q-p)'eqqδ].(q-p)equd u         ( 5 ) 
Substituting the resulting expression for dp into (4) and rearranging yields: 
-eqδ/[eqδ+(q-p)'eqqδ].(q-p)(equ/eu)eudu + eudu = d 
or   (1 – MCF(q-p)I).eudu     = d 
or    eudu   = [1/(1 – MCF(q-p)I)].d    = FM.d     (12) 
which shows that FM is the value placed by the private sector on a one-unit transfer from the rest 
of the world to the private sector.   
To interpret the MCF, we begin with equations (4) and (5) and consider the case of an 
exogenous d where dq and d are endogenously determined, and du=0. As in Section II, we 
assume the government balances its budget by changing taxes in a particular way and use dq = 
δd to solve (3) for the scalar d yielding: 
d = -1/[eq'δ+(q-p)'eqqδ].d         ( 5 ) 
Substituting the resulting value of dq into (4) with du=0 yields the expression for the change in 
the transfer to the private sector required to maintain utility given the change in the government’s 
transfer to the rest of the world: 
d    =   - eqδ/[eq'δ+(q-p)'eqqδ].d  = - MCF.d      (13) 
This shows that the MCF can be interpreted as the compensation from the rest of the world to the 





To interpret the money metric value of a transfer to the government 
If we assume that the government receives an increased transfer from the rest of the world, d, 
and that it refunds this to the household by a reduction in taxes, and that the household responds 
to the consequent increase in income by adjusting its spending on taxed goods, we can use 
equations (12) and (13) to assess the consequent money-metric change in welfare: 
eudu   = FM.MCF.dβ          ( 1 4 )  
The MCF term adjusts the transfer from its value in the hands of government to its value as a 
transfer to the private sector, allowing for the benefits associated with the government’s ability to 
lower its tax rates. The FM term adjusts the value from that of a transfer to the private sector to 
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